UNLV College of Sciences General Education Requirements Guide

First Year Seminar (FYS)
BUS 103; CFA 100, CFA 101, CFA 102; COE 102; COLA 100LA, COLA 100E; EGG 101; GSC 100; HON 105; HSC 100; SCI 101 (recommended); TCA 103.

Second Year Seminar (SYS)
COE 202; ENG 231, ENG 231E, ENG 231S (recommended), ENG 232, ENG 232A; GSC 300; HSC 210; PBH 205; PHIL 242; SCI 201 (recommended).

US Constitution
ECON 200; HIST 100, HIST 101, HIST 401, HIST 412; PSC 101; PSC 304, PSC 330, PSC 409C; PUA 241; URST 241.

NV Constitution
ECON 200; HIST 100, HIST 102, HIST 217, HIST 402, HIST 417A; PSC 100 (online), PSC 101; PSC 401D.

2 Humanities (From 2 different areas of study)
Any ENG literature course; most foreign language courses (see advisor); any HIST course; any AAS course cross-listed with HIST; any PHIL course (except PHIL 102, 105, or 114); AAD 201/201D; COM 101, 211, 216; GWK 300; any WMST course only IF it is cross-listed with Humanities.

1 Fine Arts
AAE 100; AAI 100; ART 101, 107, 211, 212, 135, 160, 216, 260, 261; CFA 103; DAN 100, 101, 103, 104, 166/AAS 166; FIS 100, 110; MUS 101, 121, 125, 127, 129, 134; LAND 100; THTR 100, 105, 124, 175.

3 Social Sciences (From 3 different areas of study)
Any AAS course (except AAS courses cross-listed with DAN, ENG, or HIST); any ANTH course (except ANTH 102); CED 117; CEE 307; COM 102; CFT 150, 350, 360; CRJ 104, 270, 435, 436, 438, 469; any ECON course (except when cross-listed with STAT); LAS 101; PBH 165, 429, 435; any PSC course (excluding those cross-listed with Humanities or Fine Arts); any PSY course; EPY 303; SW 101; any SOC course; any WMST course (excluding those cross-listed with Humanities or Fine Arts).

1 Multicultural (Not comprehensive. Full list at: unlv.edu/provost/multicultural-requirements)
AAS 101, 102, 166/DAN 166; AIIS 100; AIS 102; ECON 180; HIST 110; LAS 100; MUS 121, 134**; PBH 200; THTR 124, 126, 128; WMST 101, 113.

1 International (Not comprehensive. Full list at: unlv.edu/provost/multicultural-requirements)
AIS 101; ART 261; ECON 190; MUS 131*; PHIL 117, 124; PSC 211, 231; THTR 100; any elementary, intermediate, or third-year foreign language course (SPAN, ITAL, JPN, FREN, etc.).

1 Cross-listed is denoted as “same as” or includes referenced area in the course description. Students are not permitted to use any course in two gen ed. req. areas unless the double-dip is approved by the VPUE office. See course catalog for details.
2 Does not triple-dip, but double-dips between US and NV Constitution requirements.
3 PHIL 102 satisfies the Analytical Thinking requirement, which is not needed for majors in the College of Sciences. PHIL 242 does not double-dip as Humanities and science gen ed reqs. are also not needed for majors in the College of Sciences.
4 Not all options are shown. Double dip options are available.
5 These courses double-dip with other gen ed areas. Review course catalog to determine which area of study they also satisfy.
6 Course abbreviation and number must include asterisk symbol when searching in MyUNLV or the course catalog. 

Content gathered from: unlv.edu/provost/gen-ed/distribution & unlv.edu/provost/gen-ed/core
Defer to recent catalog (catalog.unlv.edu) for accuracy. Gen ed area(s) satisfied are shown in course description.
Also view the Double-Dip Course List (unlv.edu/sciences/degree-worksheets)
Honors student must see their Honors advisor for appropriate Gen Ed guidance (honors@unlv.edu).
Catalog subject to change without notice. Ask your academic advisor for verification (sci.advising@unlv.edu).